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Abstract

This paper quantifies how exposure to Chinese competition in a small and

open economy evolves and sheds light on different channels of adaptation.

Starting from granular firm-commodity-destination-level sales data for the

universe of Danish manufacturing firms we construct counterfactual compe-

tition exposure measures holding the industry composition, the product and

destination mix as well as product quality constant. We find that net of adap-

tation the competition shock after China’s WTO accession is more than tri-

ple of what is readily observable. Within-firm dynamic quality differentiation

and within- and between-industry structural change are the main adaptation

channels.
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1 Introduction

The rise of China as an economic power and its integration into the world economy

has spurred considerable public concern and may yet culminate in a protectionist

backlash across the world.1 In the centre of the debate is the question to what

extent intensified competition from Chinese exporters is responsible for the loss

of manufacturing jobs and adverse wage effects in western economies. A seminal

study by Autor, Dorn and Hanson (2013) exploits cross-regional variation in the

exposure of US industries to Chinese imports on the home market and established

export destinations. On average, US regions’ competition exposure to China has

risen substantially resulting, as the study suggests, in an up to 20 per cent cumu-

lative decrease in manufacturing employment, and, among other economic effects,

a significant decline in labour force participation and wages. In a methodologically

comparable study, Dauth, Findeisen and Suedekum (2014) show similar effects for

Germany considering import competition from Eastern Europe and China. Howe-

ver, adverse effects from import competition are more than outweighed by positive

employment effects from exporting. Similarly, Costa, Garred and Pessoac (2016) in

a study for Brazil find that manufacturing imports from China significantly reduces

wage growth in exposed regions, an effect that, however, is compensated by faster

wage growth in regions experiencing increased commodity demand from China.

The aforementioned studies rely on an identification strategy that exploits the

begin-of-sample variance in regional exposure to exogenously changing industry-level

competition reflecting on the idea that contemporaneous regional exposure in itself

may be a function of changing competition. To the extent that the industry compo-

sition of regions evolves, for which the significant employment changes identified in,

e.g., Autor et al. (2013) and Dauth et al. (2014) provide evidence, overall regional

competition exposure is altered. Holding regional industry composition constant at

begin of sample values as done in the aforementioned studies thus avoids an obvious

1Economist, 2016
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simultaneity issue.

Compositional changes, however, are not limited to the regional industry struc-

ture but also take place within industries and within firms. Entry, exit and sales

share reallocations of firms that are subject to high or low competition will affect

the overall observed change in industry-level competition exposure. The same holds

with respect to within-firm compositional changes of the product mix or the set

and relative importance of market outlets. Numerous studies find that such within-

firm adjustments to increased competition are empirically relevant. For example,

Bernard, Jensen and Schott (2006) show that US plants when faced with higher

import competition from low-wage countries alter their product mix and switch to

industries that are less exposed to competition from low-wage countries and are

more capital- and skill-intensive. Iacovone, Rauch and Winters (2013), exploiting

Mexican firm-level data, show that firms respond to increased Chinese competition

on their home and key export market by focusing on their core product dropping

products in which they are less productive – a result in line with theoretical predicti-

ons of Eckel and Neary (2010). Similarly, Mayer, Melitz and Ottaviano (2014) show

that firms in response to stronger competition adjust their product mix, concentra-

ting on their best performing products. Bernard, Redding and Schott (2011) model

firms’ extensive product and export destination margins. They theoretically and

empirically demonstrate that increased competition via trade liberalisation causes

firms to change the composition of their product portfolio, dropping their least-

successful products which also implies a compositional change along the extensive

export destination margin.

Alongside compositional changes, quality upgrading appears to be a relevant

margin of adjustment. Amiti and Khandelwal (2013) show how trade liberalization

and intensified import competition foster quality upgrading for products exported to

the US that are close to the world quality frontier, whereas they discourage quality

upgrading for products too distant from that frontier. Verhoogen (2008) theoreti-
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cally and empirically demonstrates that firms may seize new export opportunities

through quality upgrading. In addition, a study by Martin and Mejean (2014) find

higher exposure to low-cost manufacturers significantly increases the average firm-

product quality of French exports. Furthermore, Fernandes and Paunov (2013) show

that import competition positively affects within-product quality of Chilean firms

over time.

To summarise, compositional changes, i.e., between-industry reallocations,

within-industry reallocations through firm exit, entry and sales share shifts as well

as within-firm adjustments of the product and export destination mix can be impor-

tant channels through which intensified international competition is mitigated. In

addition, product quality upgrading may shield firms from increased low-cost com-

petition and open new market opportunities. Accordingly, competition exposure is

endogenous.

Drawing on unique firm-commodity-destination-level sales data for the universe

of Danish firms we quantify competition exposure of Danish manufacturers to China

on the home market as well as all export markets in the years 2000 and 2012. This

granular approach allows us to construct a counterfactual competition measure and

to decompose different channels of adaptation to intensified competition through

compositional adjustments. In addition, we quantify to what degree product quality

differentiation directly influences product market competition exposure. The main

contribution of our paper is to put the importance of different adaptation channels

highlighted in the literature into perspective. We clarify how successful firms are

in filling new market niches in response to intensified Chinese competition and how

important dynamic quality differentiation is in relation to broader between-industry

and within-industry structural change.

The main findings of the paper are summarised in Figure 1. Between 2000 and

2012 readily observable competition exposure of Danish manufacturing (solid line)

increased by 65.7 per cent. However, without any compositional adjustments or
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Figure 1: Competition exposure change and channels of adaptation

dynamic quality differentiation, competition exposure counterfactually would have

increased by 229.1 per cent (dashed line). Thus, 163.4 percentage points of the

overall competition exposure increase have been avoided through adaptation. Of

this, dynamic quality differentiation is responsible for 42 per cent of adaptation.

Between-industry reallocations towards less exposed industries account for 37 per

cent, within-industry reallocations towards less exposed firms for 16 per cent and

within-firm product and destination switching for 5 per cent. Accordingly, our re-

sults emphasize the importance of dynamic quality differentiation as well as creative

destruction and broad economic restructuring. Firms’ adaptation with respect to

product and destination switching is much less important.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes how

competition exposure is measured and how competition exposure change is decom-
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posed. Section 3 provides details about the data used in the analysis. Section 4

discusses the results while Section 5 provides a conclusion.

2 Methodology

2.1 Measurement of competition exposure

We define manufacturing-level competition exposure in year t as Λt and firm-level

competition exposure of firm j, affiliated to industry k, as λkjt:

Λt =
K∑
k=1

Jkt∑
j=1

αkjtλkjt (1)

λkjt =

Pkjt∑
p=1

Dkjpt∑
d=1

ωkjpdtC
∗
kjpdt (2)

Sector-level competition exposure in Equation (1) is constructed as the weighted

sum of firm-level competition exposure, with αkjt denoting the firm’s sales share

in total manufacturing. Jkt denotes the number of firms in industry k and K the

total number of industries which does not change in time. Firm-level competition

exposure in Equation (2) is in turn constructed as the weighted sum of product

specific competition exposure in destination d, with Pkjt denoting firm j’s set of

products in year t and Dkjpt the set of destinations within product p.2 Note that

Dkjpt includes the home market as well as all export markets. In what follows we

abbreviate
∑K

k=1,
∑Jkt

j=1,
∑Pkjt

p=1 and
∑Dkjpt

d=1 with
∑

k,
∑

j,
∑

p and
∑

d, respectively.

The weighting factor ωkjpdt represents the product-destination-specific share in firm

j’s total sales.

Competition at the product-destination level is defined as C∗kjpdt = φkjpdtCpdt,

where Cpdt denotes China’s product specific import share in the respective market

2Although every firm level variable is uniquely identified with the index j we need the industry
index k for the further steps of the decomposition.
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destination. The parameter φkjpdt captures the degree of product similarity (or

inverted product differentiation) between the Danish and the Chinese product in a

given market. We define φkjpdt as:

φkjpdt =


qDK
kjpdt

qCN
pdt

if qDKkjpdt < qCNpdt

qCN
pdt

qDK
kjpdt

if qDKkjpdt > qCNpdt

, (3)

where qDKkjpdt denotes the quality of a Danish and qCNpdt the quality of the corresponding

Chinese product in a given market and year. According to Equation (3) φkjpdt is

always between 0 and 1. The larger φkjpdt the more similar the products are in terms

of quality and the higher is, arguably, their substitutability and thus competition.

If the Danish and the Chinese product are of the same quality, then φkjpdt = 1 and

C∗kjpdt = Cpdt. Note that a change in φkjpdt over time only reveals whether products

become more or less similar and therefore if they compete more or less intensively.

It does not reveal which quality increases or decreases relative to the other.

As we do not observe product quality directly we draw on unit values as an

established quality indicator.3 Table 1 in Section 4.1 shows that Danish and Chinese

unit values develop differently between begin and end of our sample period and that

product similarity decreased over time. Product quality and its association with

import competition has recently seen a rising interest in the international trade

literature. Several studies such as Fernandes and Paunov (2013) and Martin and

Mejean (2014) find that higher low-wage country import penetration results in a

shift towards higher product-level quality in industrialised countries. Accordingly,

quality upgrading is a potentially relevant channel of adaptation.

The granular approach of measuring competition exposure in Equations (1) and

3Feenstra and Romalis (2014) show that unit values of exported goods are highly correlated
with product quality. Recent structural methods measuring product quality like Khandelwal (2010)
or Piveteau and Smagghue (2015) do not fully meet our requirements. They either approximate
country-product- or firm-product-level quality. In need for an approach that integrates both Danish
firm-product-destination-level and Chinese product-destination-level quality we opt for the simpler
but consistently measurable unit values as approximation for quality.
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2) is key to identify separate channels of adaptation. The discrete decision to which

destination what product is shipped to affecting the extensive margin of sales and

the way firms allocate sales within their product destination portfolio, i.e. the inten-

sive margin, is decisive for firm-level and thus for sector-level competition exposure.

To quantify different channels of adaptation we adopt and extend a decomposition

method taken from the literature investigating the source of aggregate productivity

changes. Olley and Pakes (1996) construct aggregate industry productivity as the

sales-weighted productivity average of single firms within the industry and separate

within-firm productivity effects from mere sales share reallocations. In their appro-

ach aggregate industry productivity rises if firms with rising sales shares have above

average productivity levels. We adapt this approach substituting productivity by

firm-level competition exposure. We extend the methodology to allow for a multi-

industry setting similar to Lewrick, Mohler and Weder (2014) and further elaborate

the approach to include product and destination dimensions.

2.2 Sector-level compositional changes

This section deals with the pure sector-level decomposition of competition exposure

change, for the moment abstracting from within-firm compositional changes.

To incorporate between-industry and within-industry sales share reallocations let

Akt =
∑

j αkjt denote industry k’s sales share in total manufacturing and αkjt/Akt

a firm’s sales share within its industry. We rewrite aggregate competition exposure

in the manufacturing sector as

Λt =
∑
k

∑
j

Akt(αkt + ∆αkjt)(λkt + ∆λkjt), (4)

where αkt = 1/Jkt is the average sales share and λkt =
∑

j λkjt/Jkt denotes the

unweighted average competition exposure in each industry. The deviation of a firm’s

sales share from the average sales share is ∆αkjt = (αkjt/Akt) − αkt and a firm’s
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deviation from the average competition exposure within its industry is represented

by ∆λkjt = λkjt − λkt .

Multiplying out Equation (4) and noting that ∆αkjtλkt and ∆λkjtαkt sum to zero

yields

Λt =
∑
k

Aktλkt +
∑
k

∑
j

Akt∆αkjt∆λkjt. (5)

Aggregate manufacturing competition exposure is now decomposed into two parts:

The first summand of Equation (5) represents the average industry competition

exposure weighted by the industry sales shares in total manufacturing. The second

term relates to the within-industry correlation of firm sales shares and firm-level

competition exposures in comparison to the respective industry mean. The term

is negative, if overall, firms with an above (below) average sales share have below

(above) average competition exposure.

We proceed to decompose the change in competition exposure over time taking

firm entry and exit into account. Repeatedly expanding Equation (5) – details are

provided in Appendix A.1 – and taking the difference between t and t = 0 yields:

Λt − Λ0 =
∑
k

Ak0(λ
C

kt − λ
C

k0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ia

+
∑
k

(Akt − Ak0)∆Λkt︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

(6)

+
∑
k

∑
j∈C

Ak0∆αkj0(∆λkjt −∆λkj0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
III

+
∑
k

∑
j∈C

Ak0∆λkjt(∆αkjt −∆αkj0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
IV

+
∑
k

Ak0δ
E
kt(λ

E

kt − λ
C

kt)−
∑
k

Ak0δ
X
k0(λ

X

k0 − λ
C

k0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Va

+
∑
k

∑
j∈E

Ak0∆αkjt∆λkjt −
∑
k

∑
j∈X

Ak0∆αkj0∆λkj0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vb

,

with C denoting the set of continuing, E the set of entering and X the set of

exiting firms. Industry average competition exposure by firm set is represented
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by λ
γ

kt, with γ ∈ {E,X,C}. The deviation of an industry’s competition exposure

from the unweighted sector average competition exposure (Λt) is represented by

∆Λkt = Λkt − Λt, where Λkt =
∑

j(αkjt/Akt)λkjt denotes industry level competition

exposure. The proportion of all entering and exiting firms in a given period is

denoted by δEkt and δXk0, respectively.

The components on the right hand side of Equation (6) need further explanation.

The first component Ia is the change in average competition exposure of continuing

firms at constant industry sales shares and describes sector-level competition expo-

sure change net of firm entry and exit, net of between- and within-industry reallo-

cations and net of within firm adaptation. In short, it comprises a counterfactual

competition exposure change – for the moment abstracting from within-firm compo-

sitional changes. Component II represents the between-industry reallocation effect.

It is negative if overall industries with above (below) average competition expo-

sure lose (gain) sales share. Component III represents competition exposure chan-

ges through within-firm changes in the extensive and intensive product-destination

margin. Section 2.3 further decomposes III along the product and destination mar-

gins. Component IV represents within-industry reallocations between continuing

firms holding firms’ relative industry competition exposure and their industry’s sa-

les share constant. It is negative if continuing firms with above (below) industry

average competition exposure lose (gain) sales share within their industry. The last

components of the decomposition contain within-industry reallocations through firm

entry and exit. Component Va compares the average competition exposure for en-

tering and exiting firms with those of continuing firms weighted by the proportion

of entering and exiting firms, respectively. If entering (exiting) firms have a lower

(higher) average competition exposure than continuing firms, competition exposure

decreases and vice versa. Component Vb provides information on competition expo-

sure changes taking into account the correlation between sales share and competition

exposure of entering and exiting firms. If entering (exiting) firms have above average
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sales shares and below average competition exposure, overall competition exposure

decreases (increases) and vice versa.4

2.3 Firm-level compositional changes

We proceed by decomposing the firm-level competition effect III from Equation (6).

The decomposition is similar to the one in Section 2.2 but not completely analogous.

First, we allow for simultaneous changes along the extensive product and destination

margins. Thus, unlike the industry set which is held constant, the firm set of

products is altered by product adding and dropping. There may be even firms that

churn their entire product portfolio such that one does not observe any continued

products. Second, component III in Equation (6) does not contain the change in

absolute firm-level competition exposure but the change in the firm-level deviation

from the industry mean.

We start, analogous to Equation (4), expressing λkjt in III as

λkjt =
∑
p

∑
d

(ωkjt + ∆ωkjpdt)
(
C∗kjt + ∆C∗kjpdt

)
(7)

where ωkjt = 1/Gkjt is the average product destination sales share and Gkjt denotes

the set of all product-destinations of a firm. The average firm-level competition

exposure over all product-destinations is represented by C∗kjt =
∑

dC
∗
kjpdt/Gkjt.

A product-destination’s deviation form average product-destination sales share is

denoted by ∆ωkjpdt = ωkjpdt − ωkjt and ∆C∗kjpdt = C∗pdt − C∗kjt denotes a product-

destination’s deviation from the average competition exposure within the firm.

Multiplying out Equation (7) and noting that ωkjt∆C
∗
kjpdt and ∆ωkjpdtC∗kjt sum

to zero yields:

λkjt = C∗kjt +
∑
p

∑
d

∆ωkjpdt∆C
∗
kjpdt. (8)

4As we track manufacturing sector firms only, entry and exit is not necessarily to be understood
as genuine start-up or shut-down. Some firms may switch in and out the service or primary sector.
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Firm-level competition exposure is now decomposed into two parts: The first sum-

mand on the right hand side is the average product-destination competition expo-

sure. The second summand relates within-firm correlation of product-destination

sales share and competition exposure in comparison to the respective firm mean. It

is negative, if overall product-destinations with above (below) average sales share

have below (above) average competition exposure.

Repeatedly expanding Equation (8) – details are provided in Appendix A.2 –

and taking the difference between t and t = 0 yields:

∑
k

∑
j∈C

Ak0∆αkj0(∆λkjt − ∆λkj0) (9)

=

∑
k

∑
j∈C

Ak0∆αkj0

(C∗
Dc

kjt − C∗
Dc

kj0)− (λkt − λk0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ib

+
∑
p

∑
d∈Dc

∆ωkjpd0(∆C∗kjpdt −∆C∗kjpd0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ic

+ δPakjt(C
∗Pa
kjt − C∗

Dc

kjt)− δPdkj0(C∗
Pd

kj0 − C∗
Dc

kj0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
VIa

+
∑
p∈Pa

∑
d

∆ωkjpdt∆C
∗
kjpdt −

∑
p∈Pd

∑
d

∆ωkjpd0∆C∗kjpd0︸ ︷︷ ︸
VIb

+ δDakjt(C
∗Da
kjt − C∗

Dc

kjt)− δDdkj0(C∗
Dd

kj0 − C∗
Dc

kj0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
VIIa

+
∑
p

∑
d∈Da

∆ωkjpdt∆C
∗
kjpdt −

∑
p

∑
d∈Dd

∆ωkjpd0∆C∗kjpd0︸ ︷︷ ︸
VIIb

+
∑
p

∑
d∈Dc

∆C∗kjpdt(∆ωkjpdt −∆ωkjpd0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
VIII


 ,

withDc denoting the set of continuing product-destinations, Pa the set of added pro-

ducts, Pd the set of dropped products, Da the set of added destinations and Dd the

set of dropped destinations. Average competition exposure by product-destination
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set is represented by C∗
σ

kjt with σ ∈ {Da,Dd, Pa, Pd,Dc}. The proportion of the

respective product-destination sets within in the firm is denoted by δσkjt.

Equation (9) contains the decomposition of component III of Equation (6) for

all firms that have at least one continued product. The arrangement of components

is different for firms churning their entire set of products between t = 0 and t. The

corresponding decomposition is described in Equation (A.11) in Appendix A.3.

Component Ib of Equation (9) represents the firm-level change in the average

competition exposure for continued product-destinations relative to the change in

average industry competition exposure.5 In case competition exposure in firms’ con-

tinued product-destinations increases more than the industry average overall compe-

tition exposure increases. Component Ic represents the constant sales share weighted

change in relative product-destination competition exposure relative to the change

in the firm average. It thus represents part of the completely exogenous change

in competition exposure. Together with component Ia in Equation (6), Ib and Ic

constitute the counterfactual change in competition exposure net of all industry-

and firm-level compositional adjustments. The components VIa and VIb represent

the product switching effect, i.e. the change in competition exposure resulting from

product adding and dropping analogous to the firm entry and exit effect (Va and

Vb) in Equation (6). The respective destination switching effect is captured by the

components VIIa and VIIb. Component VIII captures competition exposure chan-

ges via sales share reallocations between continued product-destinations. Plugging

Equation (9) into Equation (6) yields the complete decomposition of competition

exposure change into an exogenous counterfactual competition component as well

as between-industry, within-industry and within-firm channels of adaptation.

5Note that (λkt − λk0) stems from splitting up (∆λkjt −∆λkj0).
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2.4 Dynamic quality differentiation

Additional to adaptation through compositional changes, the decomposition in the

previous sections allows to identify adaptation through dynamic quality differenti-

ation within continuing firms. The components Ia, Ib and Ic comprise the coun-

terfactual competition change net of compositional changes. However, if product

differentiation changes over time (φkjpdt 6= φkjpd0) the counterfactual measure still

includes changes in competition exposure due to dynamic quality differentiation.

We therefore perform this decomposition a second time holding relative quality dif-

ference between Danish and Chinese products constant (φkjpdt = φkjpd0 = 1) and

retrieve a counterfactual competition exposure change that is net of compositional

changes as well as net of dynamic quality differentiation. The difference between

both counterfactual measures yields adaptation through dynamic quality differenti-

ation.

3 Data

The data exploited in this analysis are compiled by combining different Danish

register data for the universe of firms and bilateral trade statistics from BACI issued

by CEPII. Most recent firm-data are available for the year 2012. For our analysis

we concentrate on the years 2000 and 2012. Our starting period is thus prior to

China’s WTO accession enabling us to capture the resulting trade shock.

As a main source we draw on the Foreign Trade Statistics Register (UHDI)

which comprises annual firm-level export sales by destination and 8-digit Combined

Nomenclature (CN) commodity. There are several reporting thresholds, some of

which change over time, to take into account. In 2000, our first year of sample,

firms are legally obliged to report any intra-EU trade transaction exceeding a value

of DKK 3,000 (about USD 429) or a weight of 1,000 kg. Although in subsequent

years reporting thresholds have been lowered, we consistently apply the strictest
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reporting threshold from the year 2000 and disregard any reported shipments below.

Similarly, for extra-EU trade only shipments exceeding a value of DKK 7,500 (about

USD 1,073) or a weight of 1,000 kg have to be reported to the custom authorities.

Again, we exclude any (voluntarily) reported transaction below that threshold to rule

out artificial changes along the extensive product and destination margins generated

by inconsistent reporting.6

A unique feature of our data is that we can exploit information on total sales for

manufactured goods at the CN-8 level for firms with at least ten employees drawing

on the Danish sales register (VARS). This allows us to compute domestic sales by

product as residual between total sales and exports.7 In what follows we therefore

restrict the sample to firms with ten or more employees.

To measure Chinese import shares per product and market (Cpdt) we draw on

CEPII’s BACI data base (CEPII, 2014).8 It contains country level bilateral imports

in nominal US-Dollar by product aggregated at the 6-digit level of the Harmoni-

zed System (HS). Accordingly, Danish firm sales are also aggregated to the 6-digit

HS which is nested in the 8-digit CN. In the absence of reliable Chinese product-

level sales data for the domestic Chinese market we exclude China as an export

destination.

Within our time horizon, the Harmonized System has been reformed three times,

namely 2002, 2007, and 2012. To avoid erroneous identification of product switches

through mere changes in the product code we concord all HS-6 product categories

over time drawing on the procedure by Van Beveren, Bernard and Vandenbussche

6Additionally, reporting on intra-EU trade is mandatory only for firms with annual export
sales exceeding 2.5 million DKK in 2000 and 5.0 million DKK in 2012. In our final sample 224
exporting firms are below the 5.0 million DKK threshold in both years. The decomposition results
remain almost unchanged if we include or exclude these firms. Therefore, we opt for the larger
sample.

7The export value includes sales of any traded goods whereas in the total sales database goods
for resale are not covered at the CN-8 level. As a result domestic sales for some products will be
negative. To partly correct for this shortcoming we exclude firms if their total sales share from
CN-8 products with negative domestic sales is larger than 75% of total sales. This reduces our
sample only by about 5 per cent of firm-year observations.

8See Gaulier and Zignago (2010) for a detailed description of the data.
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(2012) who adapt Pierce and Schott (2012) to the Harmonized System.

Part of our analysis relies on computed differences between unit values for Chi-

nese and Danish products. To compare unit values we transform them into USD

drawing on annual average exchange rates provided by World Bank (2016). Unit

values for Danish products can be only consistently retrieved from the export data

(UHDI) but not from the total sales data (VARS). Therefore, we approximate firm-

product-specific unit values on the home market by taking the respective average

unit value over all export markets.9

Firm characteristics, such as industry classification, are derived from yet another

firm register (FIRMASTAT) and merged to the firm-sales information. Our decom-

position analysis discussed in Section 2.2 takes place at the two-digit industry level

of NACE rev.2.10

At begin of sample our final data-set contains 2,998 manufacturing firms with

ten or more employees selling to 46,751 distinct firm-product-destination markets.

Over the sample period we track 824 firm entries and 1,869 firm exits, such that

in 2012 we observe a consolidated manufacturing sector comprising of 1,953 firms

servicing 43,628 distinct firm-product-destination markets.

9Non-exporting firms’ unit values are approximated taking the average home market unit value
over all other Danish products in the same HS category. As some products are only sold by non-
exporting firms at the home market, for about 3 per cent of the firms this approximation is not
possible.

10Although industry switching either within manufacturing (see Greenaway, Gullstrand and
Kneller, 2008) or to services (see Bernard, Smeets and Warzynski, 2016) is common we fix firms
within their initial industry affiliation. Adaptation to competition through switching within manu-
facturing is therefore captured by the within industry reallocation effect and switching to services
by the firm exit and entry effect. To avoid small cell sizes we aggregate the industries Beverages
and Tobacco (NACE 11,12), Textiles and Leather (NACE 13,15) and Petroleum and Chemicals
(19,20). Firms affiliated to Repair and Installation (NACE 33), merely a manufacturing auxiliary,
are excluded from the analysis.
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4 Results

4.1 Adaptation through dynamic quality differentiation

We proceed by quantifying the effect of dynamic quality differentiation on the ob-

served change in competition exposure as well as its contribution to mitigating

competitive pressure from China. Table 1 summarises the inflation adjusted median

unit values and the relative quality measure φ – as defined in Equation (3) in Section

2 – in the two relevant years 2000 and 2012. While the median unit value of Danish

commodities substantially increased between 2000 and 2012 from about 17 USD to

24 USD the corresponding Chinese median unit value remained almost unchanged

at 7 USD. When calculating the median of φ across all product-destinations we find

that quality similarity between Danish and Chinese manufacturing decreases from

0.33 to 0.25, or in other words quality differentiation increased.11 Accordingly, we

observe a decreasing substitutability of Danish and Chinese product varieties over

time which must lower the observable change in Danish manufacturing competition

exposure.

Table 1: Unit values and relative product quality

2000 2012

Danish median unit value (qDKkjpdt) 16.55 24.01
Chinese median unit value (qCNpdt ) 7.01 6.51
Median relative quality (φkjpdt) 0.33 0.25

Notes. Unit values are inflation adjusted with base year 2010 and represent USD
per kilogram.

When comparing the observable change in competition exposure with and wit-

hout quality adjustment, we find evidence for just that. As reported in Table 2, ag-

gregated competition exposure ignoring quality differences (i.e., φkjpdt = φkjpd0 = 1)

increased by 113.8 per cent over our sample period. When allowing for dynamic

quality differentiation between Danish and Chinese products, the observable com-

11Note that these figures probably understate the true extent of quality differentiation as mark-
up reductions through increased competition are not accounted for.
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petition exposure change is found to be only 65.7 per cent. The numbers indicate

that a changing degree of product substitutability has a significant effect on the ob-

served change of aggregated competition exposure and should therefore be accounted

for.12

However, the difference of both measures of observable change does not com-

prise the isolated effect of dynamic quality differentiation on mitigating competi-

tion. Both measures already reflect adaptation to increased competition through

compositional changes, i.e., between-industry reallocations, within-industry sales

share reallocations, firm exit and entry as well as within-firm adjustments along the

intensive and extensive product and destination margins. In Equations (6) and (9)

we quantify these adaptation channels by calculating a counterfactual competition

change that comprises competition exposure change net of any compositional chan-

ges. As described in Section 2.4 we perform this decomposition two times. First,

holding relative quality difference between Danish and Chinese products constant

(φkjpdt = φkjpd0 = 1) we retrieve a counterfactual competition exposure change that

is net of compositional changes as well as net of dynamic quality differentiation. As

reported in Panel A of Table 2 this counterfactual change is 229.1 per cent. Secondly,

relaxing the constant quality assumption, i.e., letting φ vary over time, generates a

counterfactual competition change that is still net of compositional changes13 but

includes quality adjustments within continuing firms. This counterfactual change is

only 160.4 per cent, see Panel A of Table 2. Hence, adaptation through dynamic

quality differentiation mitigates competition exposure increase by 68.7 percentage

points, the difference between both counterfactual measures, see Panel B of Table 2.

Accordingly, in line with, e.g., Fernandes and Paunov (2013) and Martin and Me-

jean (2014), quality differentiation indeed is very effective in shielding firms from

12As may be obvious: static quality differences (i.e., φkjpdt 6= 1 but φkjpdt = φkjpd0) between
Danish and Chinese products would result in the same per cent increase in competition exposure
as when ignoring quality differences.

13Note that all sales share reallocations along extensive and intensive margins are unaffected by
quality adjustments.
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Table 2: Competition exposure change and channels of adaptation

% of total
% %-pts adaptation

Panel A: Competition exposure change
Λt − Λ0 Observable 65.7

Observable (φkjpdt=1) 113.8

Ia+Ib+Ic Counterfactual 160.4
Counterfactual (φkjpdt=1) 229.1

Total adaptationa) 163.4

Panel B: Adaptation channels
Dynamic quality differentiationb) 68.7 42.0

II Between-industry reallocations 60.7 37.2

Within-industry reallocations 26.4 16.1
IV Continuing firms 18.1
Va+Vb Firm exit /entry 8.3

Within-firm adaptation 7.6 4.7
VIa+VIb Product switching 5.1
VIIa+VIIb Destination switching 2.6
VIII Cont. product-destinations -0.1

Total 163.4 100

Notes. The Roman numbers in the first column refer to the respective components in Equations (6) and (9).
a) Total adaptation is computed as [counterfactual change (φkjpdt = 1)] - [observable change], i.e., 229.1− 65.7
%-pts.
b) Adaptation through dynamic quality differentiation is computed as [counterfactual change (φkjpdt = 1)] -
[counterfactual change], i.e, 229.1− 160.4 %-pts.

increased competition.

Furthermore, the decomposition into counterfactual change net of compositional

changes and net of quality differentiation (229.1 per cent) and observable change

including compositional changes and quality differentiation (65.7 per cent) reveals

the extent of total adaptation. According to Panel A of Table 2 competition ex-

posure increase is reduced by 163.4 percentage points through several channels of

adaptation. Thus, the observable competition exposure increase is less than one
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third of the increase one would observe if the Danish economy had not adapted.

4.2 Adaptation through compositional changes

As explained in Section 4.1 the counterfactual competition exposure increase of

229.1 per cent is reduced by 68.7 percentage points through dynamic quality dif-

ferentiation. The remaining difference between the residual of 160.4 per cent and

the observable competition exposure change of 65.7 per cent can be pinpointed to

between-industry, within-industry and within-firm compositional changes according

to Equations (6) and (9).

As becomes apparent in Panel B of Table 2, between- and within-industry real-

locations account for the lion’s share of adaptation through compositional changes.

We observe a specialisation pattern according to which industries that are highly

exposed to Chinese competition decline in terms of sales share while industries less

exposed show disproportionately high growth. This pattern accounts for 60.7 per-

centage points of overall adaptation.

Within industries we find that, overall, exiting firms have above average and

entering firms below average competition exposure. This accounts for 8.3 percentage

points of overall adaptation to competition. Looking at the balance of entry and

exit we, however, find that this effect is mainly driven by entering firms. A further

18.1 percentage points of adaptation is accounted for by continuing firms with below

average competition exposure that expand their within-industry sales share at the

expense of firms above the average.

Within firms we find that product switching is responsible for 5.1 percentage

points of overall adaptation. This seems to support Eckel and Neary (2010), as

firms adjust their extensive product margin by dropping highly exposed products.

However, at the same time, firms also introduce new less exposed products such that

overall competition exposure declines without necessarily reducing product variety.14

14The average number of products by continuing firms increases from 2.7 to 3.0 between 2000
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Adaptation through destination switching is somewhat less important. Firms adjust

their extensive destination margin by concentrating on destination markets with be-

low average competition exposure. This accounts for 2.6 percentage points of overall

adaptation. While numerous studies (e.g., Bernard et al., 2006 and Iacovone et al.,

2013) demonstrate the importance of product switching in response to increased

competition, our results, thus, show that pure destination switching within conti-

nued products is also an important channel of adaptation. Sales share reallocations

within continued product-destinations are of negligible importance, actually rai-

sing competition exposure by 0.1 percentage points. Thus, our analysis suggests

that within-firm reallocations are indeed a relevant channel of adaptation, reducing

overall competition by 7.6 percentage points. However, the bulk of adjustment to

increased competition takes place through dynamic quality differentiation as well as

broader structural changes between and within industries.

5 Conclusion

This paper quantifies competition exposure of Danish manufacturing firms to China

on the home market as well as all export markets in the years 2000 and 2012 ta-

king quality differentiation into account. The starting point of the analysis is the

notion that competition exposure is endogenous and shaped by compositional ad-

justments, i.e., between-industry, within-industry and within-firm reallocations as

well as dynamic quality differentiation. We draw on unique micro data for the

universe of Danish manufacturing firms and measure competition exposure at the

firm-commodity-destination-level. Based on this granular approach, we develop a

method to construct a counterfactual competition measure and to quantify diffe-

rent channels of adaptation to intensified competition. The main contribution of

our paper is to put the importance of different adaptation channels to intensified

and 2012.
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low-wage competition highlighted in the literature into perspective. Furthermore,

we introduce a simple and practical approach to account for quality differentiation

when measuring competition exposure.

We find that 163 percentage points of the overall counterfactual competition ex-

posure increase of 229 per cent have been avoided through adaptation. Thus, in the

absence of adaptation the competition shock after China’s WTO accession would

have been more than triple of what is readily observable. The main adaptation

channel we identify is dynamic quality differentiation, i.e., quality adjustments that

make products less substitutable and, hence, less exposed to Chinese competition.

Through this channel 69 percentage points of potential competition exposure in-

crease have been avoided. Within-firm product and destination switching plays a

lesser role reducing competition exposure by only 8 percentage points. Furthermore,

we find broad structural change to play a decisive role in reducing competition ex-

posure. Between-industry reallocations towards less exposed industries account for

a reduction of 61 percentage points and within-industry-reallocations towards less

exposed firms for 26 percentage points.

Our analysis has several important implications. First of all, competition expo-

sure is endogenous. However, not only with respect to between-industry realloca-

tions, but also with respect to within-industry compositional changes and dynamic

quality differentiation. This speaks to the literature concerned with analysing eco-

nomic effects (e.g., Autor et al., 2013; Dauth et al., 2014) or, more recently, political

effects (e.g., Autor, Dorn, Hanson, Majlesi, 2016; Dippel, Gold and Heblich, 2015)

of low-wage import competition. While this literature holds regional industry struc-

ture and (implicitly) quality differentiation constant, future research could avoid

potential simultaneity bias by taking within-industry and within-firm compositional

changes into account.15

15The instrumental variable strategy employed in Autor et al. (2013) and Dauth et al. (2014)
deals with correlated unobserved time variant regional-level demand and supply shocks. Howe-
ver, excluded instruments (industry-level import exposure of other countries) are also affected by
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Second, while broad economic restructuring is important for adapting to incre-

ased low-wage competition the finding that adaptation mainly takes place through

within-firm dynamic quality differentiation and within-industry reallocations im-

plies a moderation of adjustment costs. Studies such as Dix-Carneiro (2014), Artuç,

Chaudhuri and McLaren (2010) and Artuç, Lederman and Porto (2015) establish

that between-industry reallocations of workers are associated with individual ad-

justment costs that are a multiple of respective annual earnings. However, within-

industry and within-firm reallocations and adaptation as identified in the present

study should be associated with considerably smaller adjustment costs as less mo-

ving costs arise and industry-specific, respectively, firm-specific human capital can

be maintained.

Third, following, e.g., Dix-Carneiro (2014) adjustment costs are heterogeneous

and particularly large for low-skilled workers. This pattern most likely is reinfor-

ced by the identified dynamic quality differentiation, one of the main adaptation

channels to increased low-wage competition in the present study. In our data, dyn-

amic quality differentiation usually takes the form of quality upgrading and thus is

complementary to high skilled labour and capital (Schott, 2004; Hallak, 2006). The

observed specialisation pattern, thus, follows the comparative advantage of a skill

and capital abundant country such as Denmark. It thereby in the long-run raises

efficiency and welfare but also poses a challenge for equality.

within-industry compositional changes and thus not orthogonal.
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A Appendix

A.1 Sector-level decomposition

This section provides details on the decomposition of sector level competition change,

especially the steps between Equation (5) and Equation (6) in Section 2.2.

First, we take the difference of Equation (5) between t and t = 0 and expand

with
∑

k Ak0λkt and
∑

k

∑
j Ak0∆αkjt∆λkjt. Rearranging yields

Λt − Λ0 =
∑
k

(Akt − Ak0)

[
λkt +

(∑
j

∆αkjt∆λkjt

)]
(A.1)

+
∑
k

Ak0(λkt − λk0) +
∑
k

∑
j

Ak0(∆αkjt∆λkjt −∆αkj0∆λkj0).

The first summand of Equation (A.1) captures the change in industry

sales shares multiplied with industry level competition exposure Λkt =[
λkt +

(∑
j ∆αkjt∆λkjt

)]
. Note that the sum in square brackets is just the in-

dustry level analogy to Equation (5). To ease the interpretation we rewrite the first

summand to
∑

k(Akt − Ak0)∆Λkt, where ∆Λkt = Λkt − Λt represents an industry’s

deviation from unweighted sector average competition exposure. This is possible

as
∑

k(Akt − Ak0)Λt = 0, i.e., the industry sales share changes multiplied with the

constant Λt add to zero. This transformation is now equal to component II in

Equation (6).

The second and third summand of Equation (A.1) represent within industry

competition exposure changes which will be further decomposed taking firm entry

and exit into account. Let the set of entering firms be indicated by E ∈ Jkt, exiting

firms by X ∈ Jk0 and continuing firms by C ∈ Jkt. In the second summand of

Equation (A.1) we split λkt into average industry competition exposure of entering

firms (λ
E

kt) and average industry competition exposure of continuing firms (λ
C

kt). We

split λk0 into average industry competition exposure of exiting λ
X

k0 firms and average
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industry competition exposure of continuing firms λ
C

k0:

λkt = δEktλ
E

kt + (1− δEkt)λ
C

kt, (A.2)

λk0 = δXkt0λ
X

k0 + (1− δXk0)λ
C

k0, (A.3)

where δEkt and δXk0 denote the proportions of all entering and exiting firms. Inserting

Equations (A.2) and (A.3) in the second summand of Equation (A.1) and rearranging

respectively yields

∑
k

Ak0(λkt − λk0) =
∑
k

Ak0(λ
C

kt − λ
C

k0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ia

(A.4)

+
∑
k

Ak0δ
E
kt(λ

E

kt − λ
C

kt)−
∑
k

Ak0δ
X
k0(λ

X

k0 − λ
C

k0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Va

.

The first summand of Equation (A.4) captures the change in industry average com-

petition exposure for continuing firms at constant industry sales shares. This sum-

mand is equal to component Ia in Equation (6). The second and third summand

of Equation (A.4) are one part of the firm entry and exit effect (component Va

in Equation (6)) and capture effects stemming from different average competition

exposure levels of entering and exiting firms in comparison to continuing firms.

Finally, the third summand of Equation (A.1) is separated into the respective

sums over entering, exiting and continuing firms and additionally expanded by
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∑
k

∑
j∈C Ak0∆αkj0∆λkjt. Rearranging the terms yields

∑
k

∑
j

Ak0(∆αkjt∆λkjt − ∆αkj0∆λkj0) (A.5)

=
∑
k

∑
j∈E

Ak0∆αkjt∆λkjt −
∑
k

∑
j∈X

Ak0∆αkj0∆λkj0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vb

+
∑
k

∑
j∈C

Ak0∆αkj0(∆λkjt −∆λkj0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
III

+
∑
k

∑
j∈C

Ak0∆λkjt(∆αkjt −∆αkj0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
IV

.

The first two summands of Equation (A.5) capture competition exposure and sales

share correlation related effects of entering and exiting firms. Together they are

equivalent to component Vb of Equation (6) and part of the firm entry and exit

effect. The third summand is equal to component III of Equation (6) and represents

competition effects stemming from within continuing firm compositional changes in

product and destination sets. The forth summand is equal to component IV of

Equation (6) and captures adaptation effects through within-industry sales share

reallocations between continuing firms.

A.2 Firm-level decomposition

This section provides details on the decomposition of the firm-level competition

effect, especially the steps between Equation (8) and Equation (9) in section 2.3.

We start with taking the difference of Equation (8) between period t and period

t = 0. Rearranging respectively yields:

λkjt − λkj0 = (C∗kjt − C∗kj0) (A.6)

+ (
∑
p

∑
d

∆ωkjpdt∆C
∗
kjpdt −

∑
p

∑
d

∆ωkjpd0∆C∗kjpd0).
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We continue by splitting the product destinations into five mutually exclusive sets:

continued destinations within continued products (Dc), dropped destinations within

continued products (Dd), added destinations within continued products (Da), desti-

nations within dropped products (Pd) and destinations within added products (Pa).

Average product-destination competition exposure C∗kjt, is then split – analogously

to Equations (A.2) and (A.3) – into:

C∗kjt = δDakjtC
∗Da
kjt + δPakjtC

∗Pa
kjt + (1− δDakjt − δPakjt)C∗

Dc

kjt, (A.7)

C∗kj0 = δDdkj0C
∗Dd
kj0 + δPdkj0C

∗Pd
kj0 + (1− δDdkj0 − δPdkj0)C∗

Dc

kj0, (A.8)

where C∗
σ

kjt is the average competition exposure per product-destination set with σ ∈

{Da,Dd, Pa, Pd,Dc}. The proportion of each product destination set is given by

δσkjt. Inserting Equations (A.7) and (A.8) into the first summand of Equation (A.6)

and rearranging respectively yields:

C∗kj0 − C∗kj0 = (C∗
Dc

kjt − C∗
Dc

kj0) (A.9)

+ δPakjt(C
∗Pa
kjt − C∗

Dc

kjt)− δPdkj0(C∗
Pd

kj0 − C∗
Dc

kj0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
VIa

+ δDakjt(C
∗Da
kjt − C∗

Dc

kjt)− δDdkj0(C∗
Dd

kj0 − C∗
Dc

kj0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
VIIa

.

The first summand of Equation (A.9) is part of component Ib in Equation (9). The

second and third summand are part of the product switching effect (VIa) the forth

and fifth term are part of the destination switching effect (VIIa).

Finally, the second summand of Equation (A.6) is separated into the respective

sums over, added, dropped and continued product-destination sets and additionally
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expanded by
∑

p

∑
d ∆ωkjpd0∆C∗kjpdt. Rearranging the terms yields

∑
p

∑
d

∆ωkjpdt∆C
∗
kjpdt −

∑
p

∑
d

∆ωkjpd0∆C∗kjpd0 = (A.10)

=
∑
p

∑
d∈Dc

∆ωkjpd0(∆C∗kjpdt −∆C∗kjpd0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ic

+
∑
p∈Pa

∑
d

∆ωkjpdt∆C
∗
kjpdt −

∑
p∈Pd

∑
d

∆ωkjpd0∆C∗kjpd0︸ ︷︷ ︸
VIb

+
∑
p

∑
d∈Da

∆ωkjpdt∆C
∗
kjpdt −

∑
p

∑
d∈Dd

∆ωkjpd0∆C∗kjpd0︸ ︷︷ ︸
VIIb

+
∑
p

∑
d∈Dc

∆C∗kjpdt(∆ωkjpdt −∆ωkjpd0︸ ︷︷ ︸
VIII

)

The first summand in Equation (A.10) is equivalent to component Ic in Equation (9),

the second summand is equivalent to VIb, the third summand equivalent to VIIb

and the last summand is equivalent to component VIII in Equation (9).

A.3 Firm-level decomposition without continued products

The firm-level decomposition in the form of Equation (9) is only possible if a firm

has at least one continued product. If a firm churns its entire set of products

Equation (9) collapses to

∑
k

∑
j∈C

Ak0∆αkj0(∆λkjt −∆λkj0) (A.11)

=

[∑
k

∑
j∈C

Ak0∆αkj0

(
δPakjt(C

∗Pa
kjt − λkt)− δPdkj0(C∗

Pd

kj0 − λk0)

+
∑
p∈Pa

∑
d

∆ωkjpdt∆C
∗
kjpdt −

∑
p∈Pd

∑
d

∆ωkjpd0∆C∗kjpd0

)]
.

The first summand now combines the elements of components Ib and VIa that

are left over in Equation (9). It compares the average competition exposure for
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added/dropped products with the average industry competition exposure in the

respective year. If added (dropped) products are below (above) average industry

competition exposure, competition increase is mitigated through product switching.

The second summand is identical to component VIb in Equation (9). All other com-

ponents are obsolete as we define destination switching as switching of destinations

within continued products.
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